The public is hereby informed that, **as from midnight on Thursday 6 June 2019**, the online reservation of extended personalized registration marks will be available on the website of the NTA at [nta.govmu.org](http://nta.govmu.org). Registration marks will comprise of additional new combinations of two letters from FN up to ZZ followed by four numeric figures from 1 to 1000 subject to exceptions.

Allocation of the registration marks will be **strictly on a ‘first come, first serve’ basis**. A special Unit has been set up for all matters and issues concerning registration marks on **First Floor, NTA Head Office, MSI Building, Cassis until further notice**.

The public is further informed that a Personalized Registration Mark may be reserved against a payment of Rs 2,000 and implemented against a payment of Rs 25,000. A reserved personalized registration mark does not tantamount to using the registration mark on a vehicle up to and until its implementation becomes effective, failing which an offence shall be committed.
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